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1) Introduction to A Puzzle in 4D
i. Tell el-Daba: Archaeological site and excavations

ii. Project ‘A Puzzle in 4D’: Aims and challenges

2) Data integration

3) System architecture & Workflow

4) Next (final) steps



• 12th – 18th Dynasty (early second Millenium BC)

• Wealthy society, contacts to eastern Mediterranean 

and Minoan culture

• Fieldwork since 1966 (88 campaigns)

• Austrian Archaeological Institute (M. Bietak, I. 

Forstner-Müller)

Tell el-Daba (eastern Nile delta) 
1) Introduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell el Daba is an archaeologyical site in the eastern Nile delta in EgyptIt dates to the early second millennium BC, Bronze AgeIt is associated with many historical places, for example Avaris Wealthy society with many residential buildings, tombs temples and palaces With contacts to the eastern MedieterraneanAnd famously to the Minoan culture – here you can see a wall painting that from Tell el Daba and there are nearly identical wall paintings have been found on Crete



Analogue Resources Estimated number @OREA

Dias (colour) 45 000

Fielddrawings 3700 (Vienna), 800 (Kairo)

Fotonegative (B/W, col) 68 000

Find drawings 23 200
Findsheets 10 Folders
Diaries 15 

Inventories 14 207 (Wien), 200 (Kairo)

Konvolute cards 1000 (Wien), 9000 (Kairo)

Protocols, Lists 681

Plans 1000 
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Presentation Notes
There is a large number of analogue resources from TD: e.g. ten thousands of photos, thousands of fielddrawings and other written documentation, etc.From these resources some are endangered, e.g. old photo negatives. 



Digital resources Fileformat Number
AutoCAD .dwg 1433
Databases .mdb, fp5, fp7 112

GIS

GIS
.tif, .jpg, adf (TIN), 
.shp

71

HTML .html 260
PDF .pdf 1659
Graphics and Photos .jpg 116 523

.gif 1450

.tif 63 766

.tiff 2

.nef 10 773

.png 147

.psd 15631
Tables .xls 944
Text .doc/x 476

.txt 177
XML .xml 233
Vector graphics .ai (Adobe Illustrator) 1442

.cdr (Corel Draw) 713

.indd (Indesign) 2

.eps 65

.dwf 11
Videos .avi 9
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Presentation Notes
Then there is an equally large number of digital resources. Also some of these resources are endangered , e.g. databases where we had to search for older software to open them (filemaker, MS access). However, an additional problem with the digital resources is that they are presented unstructured, There are born-digital resources, but also digitized analogue resources.These are ordered according to different criteria (fieldwork season, person who worked on the resources, various publication projects, collections of types of resources (e.g. plans, databases), fieldwork methods (e.g. prospection, surveys according to years).



A puzzle in 4D: digital preservation and reconstruction 
of an Egyptian palace

• February 2015 – January 2020
• Funding: Austrian National Foundation for Research, Technology & Development (DH 

2014/12)
• Main cooperation partners: OREA & ACDH (Austrian Academy of Sciences)
• Supported by ARIADNE

Project aim:
To provide digital long-term preservation of resources from Austrian 
excavations at Tell el-Daba (Egypt)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The A Puzzle in 4D project started in February 2015 und will run until January 2020 and it was created to guarantee preservation of the resources.It is funded by the Austrian National Foundation for Research, Technology and Development.The title of the project comes from a pilotstudy, which ran in the beginning of the project, where an archaeological information system for the spatio-temporal analysis of the TD excavations were developed.However, the main aim of the project is the digital long-term preservation of the TD resources to make them accessible online. And this is also the content of this talk, where we will talk specifically about our approach to data integration and the workflow and technology stack.The main project partners for this part of the project are the Institute for Oriental and European Archaeology and the Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities, both at the Austrian Academy of Sciences.



A puzzle in 4D: challenges

• Create a data model

• Integrate the metadata (and data)

• Develop a workflow for digitization, metadata creation and ingest of data 
and metadata into a repository

• Technology stack

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For digital long-term preservation and to make the resources accessible online we had to createData model and metadata for the analogue and digital resources that would make the resources findable and preserve the knowledge about a resource so that it could be used for research Integrate the metadata (and data) to link the resources which each other and to make it possible to find themWorkflow for digitization, metadata creation and ingest of data and metadata into a repositoryTechnology stack – which is created by our colleagues at the Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities; It was the suggestion of one reviewer of our abstract for this presentation to present this in more detail, so we have been updated by our colleagues and will do my best to do so.



2) Data Integration

The Puzzle in 4D approach….

• … influenced by ARIADNE approach

• Data model compliant with the CIDOC CRM ontology

• Semantic technologies for data integration to be able to work with the 
complex relations between the different resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For data integration we were influenced by the ARIADNE approachData model compliant to CIDOC CRM ontologySemantic technologies for data integration to be able to work with the complex relations between the resources



Data model: CIDOC CRM

What questions do we want to answer with Metadata created from analogue 
sources?

– All documents of a specific excavation area – or archaeological feature/find types (grave, wall , vase, ….) 
– or specific archaeological features/finds (e.g. grave 5 in area Area F/1)

– All archaeological features/finds of a specific type in an excavation area (all graves in area F/1)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main distinction: between excavation object and archaeological objectThe analogue documentation of them, and where they are storedAnd the digitised documentation(What is still missing on the slide is the digital documentation)



Integration of resources

DescriptionTypeLocus ID

Inventory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resources are linked via identifier, and also excavation areas and archaeological objects/finds – which can be found in all analogue as well as in all the digital resources



Aim: to develop a system with open and well-defined interfaces

Data is the most important asset!

3 components:

A. Data Creation & Curation

B. Data Integration, Storage & Archiving

C. Data Presentation & Publication

3) Workflow & technology stack

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To create, manage and query metadata and digital documents of the Tell el-Daba excavation documentation we identified three main components within the system architecture:Data Creation & Curation Data Integration, Storage & ArchivingData Presentation & PublicationThe goal was to develop a system with open and well-defined interfaces between the components.The leading idea is that the data are the most important asset within the project and it should be possible to choose different software products for each system component and if necessary replace them individually if a better one comes up for the specific purpose



A. Data Creation & Curation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data creation takes place at OREA by a team of 4-5 students. We chose Microsoft Excel for the metadata entry and management of the controlled vocabularies, Advantages in comparison to databases: flexibility offered by MS Excel in comparison to other systems which would need development of a user interface or customisation of an existing interface users are accustomed to this default piece of office softwareafter defining the main categories of the data structure and creating an identifier policy we could immediately start the metadata entry processExcel allows to enter values quickly (e.g. entering the same value to many cells at the same time, where a database only allows to enter one value at a time), which was a main reason to stick with Excel.Limitations in comparison to databases:data modelling and data validation capabilities (no referential integrity, check for allowed values, concurrent user access etc.). more prone to errors, as identifier handling and management is performed by humans and requires constant monitoring and regular quality assessment. However, as only few students carry out the data entry, they have become experts in TD documentation in the meantime and mistakes have become less frequent.



B. Data integration, storage & archiving

Transform Excel to CIDOC 
CRM and extensions
using Karma tool

Integrate data of different 
sources (Field Drawings, 
Fotos, Controlled 
Vocabularies…)

Ingest into triple store
and/or to the repository

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use Karma (ISI 2016), a semantic web tool to map metadata and vocabularies to the CIDOC CRM data model and SKOS. Karma creates a knowledge graph to represent the information and exports it in RDF (Resource Description Framework)Then the RDF structure is ingested in a triple store, where the resources are linked (metadata elements such as a specific excavation area) through the unique identifiers. Resources are either linked on a class level (because they belong to the same CIDOC CRM class, e.g. “document” or “physical thing”), on the SKOS concept level (because the same thesaurus term was attributed to them, e.g. “field drawing”) or on an instance level (because they describe the same excavation area or archaeological feature/find, e.g. “Site TD, Area F/1, SQUARE j/21, Planum 3”).  



Repository - ARCHE

• Based on Fedora 4 (major changes between Fedora versions 3 and 4, v.3 EoL
2015)

• + own implementation in PHP (https://github.com/acdh-oeaw)
• + own custom metadata schema with support for (and mapping to) other 

formats

https://arche.acdh.oeaw.ac.at

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the AAS, the ACDH has released its new data hosting service – ARCHE.It is a digital data hosting service for the humanities in Austria. The repository builds on the well-established open-source repository software Fedora Commons version 4 which provides a sound technological basis for implementing the OAIS (Open Archival Information System) reference model. ARCHE has a custom metadata schema, distinguishing project- collections, -file-level metadata

https://github.com/acdh-oeaw
https://4dpuzzle.orea.oeaw.ac.at/


C. Data presentation & publication

https://4dpuzzle.orea.oeaw.ac.at/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Access to the data is provided via the project homepage, where you can also find part of the project documentation, information on the archaeological site Tell el-Daba, and exemplary 3D models of some of the architectural finds, predominantly tombsUnder the ‘Digital Archive’ page….
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Presentation Notes
In the digital archive part of the homepage ………………one part of the TD resources will be made accessible. At the moment, there are only the photos and field drawings of one square in one area – search for F/I, j-21, planum 2, ID736 – it is then possible to view the plan online and to also download a small size version of the file. So, this homepage can be used to search, view and download resources, which will be sufficient for normal research purposes; however, if a full-size image, for example a photo is required, for example for print in a publication, the relevant photo can be searched via this homepage and then the large file size can be downloaded via the ACDH archive ARCHE in the future.



System architecture and workflow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, here you can see the complete systems architecture and workflow, from the left to the right:On the left, Data creation and curation – as shown before:The spreadsheets with the metadata and the data are all stored on a shared network drive; the different version of metadata are held in a GIT repository.In the centre, data integration, storage and archiving:The generated spreadsheets containing the metadata are imported into a PostgreSQL database In parallel, metadata is converted with Karma to RDF (modelled in CIDOC-CRM), which  is ingested into the triple store. The main goal of this transformation is to provide the data in well-established standard format, preserving the semantic relations between the entities.The actual data, e.g. the scans, are stored in a format which meets all requirements for long term archiving (.tif, no compression) and imported into the ARCHE repository.  Access and data publication - there are three ways to access the Tell el-Daba archive:The primary entry point to all digital data of the project is via a user friendly (python/Django based) web application (https://4dpuzzle.orea.oeaw.ac.at/), integrating metadata from the PostgreSQL database and the digital data objects stored in ARCHE.The images are served through a IIIF endpoint, allowing dynamic zooming, panning etc. of the images in user’s browser. The SPARQL endpoint of the triplestore allows for any custom advanced queries on the dataset represented in a semantic conceptual model, beyond the querying functionality offered by the default application(1).Additionally we plan to adopt Metaphactory – a user-friendly application for exploring semantic dataThe repository provides own generic search and browse capabilities, thus it represents an alternative mode of access to the data.GIS Data is published via a GIS Server and integrated with the main application



Final steps

• Begin Ingest
• Finalize data model and web application
• Update all documentation and workflow



Thank you for your attention!
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